
EPV SMF2XL

An important dataset is missing. 
What happened?

TCP/IP is using a lot of CPU. 
What is the reason?

There are un-authorized attempts to access 
RACF protected resources.
Who’s the culprit?

EPV SMF2XL helps you providing the answer 
to these and many other questions.

The “Swiss Army Knife” of System Programmers

Goal
This product has a very specific goal: increa-
sing System Analysts’ productivity.
It reads SMF dumps and loads the results into 
MS Excel sheets: one for each record type 
and subtype in the input.
No customization required. Not a minute 
spent on how to do it. All the time can be 
dedicated to analyze problems.

Input records
All the standard IBM SMF record types are 
supported.

Output
The output reflects exactly what was in the 
input. A small SMF dump will require very 
little time to load into MS Excel. All the fields 
in the SMF records will be loaded with the 
columns named as in the SMF manual.

Installation
EPV SMF2XL runs on Windows.
The installation process is very quick and 

easy. You just need to specify the destination 
folder and the installation package will auto-
matically prepare the environment. 
  
Run 
To run the product, you need to put SMF 
data to be analyzed in the input directory 
and then run EPV SMF2XL. An automatic 
process will perform all the needed steps to 
create the MS Excel sheets. 
No customization at all.

Prerequisites
EPV SMF2XL has no software prerequisites.

Pricing
The product’s pricing is based on a rental 
fee which is independent of the used or 
installed processing power. 
There is no limitation on the number of 
people who can use the product
nor on the number of systems.
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We are not simply a software vendor. 
We will always be at your side helping you reach 

your business goals. 
EPV: people you can trust.

It’s always the right time to switch to EPV
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